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We report a measurement of two energy-weighted gamma cascade angular distributions from44

polarized slow neutron capture on the 35Cl nucleus, one parity-odd correlation proportional to45

~sn · ~kγ and one parity-even correlation proportional to ~sn · ~kn × ~kγ .46

A parity violating asymmetry can appear in this reaction due to the weak nucleon-nucleon (NN)47

interaction which mixes opposite parity S and P-wave levels in the excited compound 36Cl nucleus48

formed upon slow neutron capture. If parity-violating (PV) and parity-conserving (PC) terms both49

exist, the measured differential cross section can be related to them via dσ
dΩ
∝ 1 + Aγ,PV cos θ +50

Aγ,PC sin θ. The PV and PC asymmetries for energy-weighted gamma cascade angular distributions51

for polarized slow neutron capture on 35Cl averaged over the neutron energies from 2.27 meV to52

9.53 meV were measured to be Aγ,PV = (−23.9±0.7)×10−6 and Aγ,PC = (0.1±0.7)×10−6. These53

results are consistent with previous experimental results. Systematic errors were quantified and54

shown to be small compared to the statistical error. These asymmetries in the angular distributions55

of the gamma rays emitted from the capture of polarized neutrons in 35Cl were used to verify56

the operation and data analysis procedures for the NPDGamma experiment which measured the57

parity-odd asymmetry in the angular distribution of gammas from polarized slow neutron capture58
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on protons.59

INTRODUCTION60

Parity violation in nuclei in the Standard Model arises61

from the weak interaction between nucleons. The parity-62

odd component of the nucleon-nucleon (NN) weak inter-63

action mixes opposite parity levels. Interference between64

electromagnetic transitions between these states leads to65

parity-odd gamma asymmetries (from polarized initial66

states) and circular polarization (from unpolarized initial67

states). Parity violation at the NN level is poorly under-68

stood because the strongly interacting limit of QCD is69

not solved and the typical size of the parity-odd ampli-70

tudes are about 10−7 of the dominant strong interaction71

amplitudes. Several reviews of this subject exist [1–3].72

The NPDGamma experiment, which motivated the73

measurements and results presented in this paper, mea-74

sured the parity-violating directional asymmetry Anpγ in75

the emission of gammas from polarized neutron capture76

on liquid parahydrogen, dσ
dΩ ∝

1
4π (1 − Anpγ cos θ). This77

reaction isolates the ∆I = 1, 3S1 →3 P1 component of78

the weak NN interaction dominated by pion exchange.79

Anpγ can be directly related to the NN weak coupling80

constant h1
π in the DDH meson exchange model [4] and81

to a low energy constant in pionless effective field the-82

ory, C
3S1→3P1/C0 [5]. The NPDGamma collaboration83

reported a result of Anpγ = (−3.0±1.4(stat)±0.2(sys))×84

10−8, which corresponds to a DDH weak πNN coupling85

of h1
π = (2.6 ± 1.2(stat) ± 0.2(sys)) × 10−7 and a pi-86

onless EFT constant of (−7.4 ± 3.5(stat) ± 0.5(sys)) ×87

10−11MeV−1 [6].88

In the simplest case, that of ~n+ p → d+ γ, the γ-ray89

asymmetry expression can be written down in terms of90

the matrix elements between initial and final states as:91

Anpγ ∝
ε〈3P1|E1|3S1〉
〈3S1|M1|1S0〉

, where ε =
〈ψα′ |W |ψα〉

∆E
(1)

with α = J, L, S, p, where p denotes parity. The situ-92

ation becomes complicated quickly for heavier nuclei as93

the number of γ-ray transitions grows, making the cal-94

culation of the parity-violating asymmetry directly from95

the strong and weak Hamiltonians virtually impossible.96

The parity-odd gamma asymmetry then becomes a com-97

plicated superposition of asymmetries from both different98

gamma transitions and also from different gamma cas-99

cade paths on the way to the ground state, each step with100

its different associated initial state polarization values,101

which in turn are dependent on the cascade path. Fur-102

thermore, the signals from these different gamma tran-103

sition energies are not equally weighted: a gamma with104

twice the energy makes twice the signal size in current105

mode detection. The γ-ray asymmetry from the decay-106

ing compound nucleus as measured by a current-mode γ107

TABLE I. Summary of results for Aγ on 35Cl.

Measurement Result (x10−6)
Vesna et al. [9] -27.8±4.9

NPDGamma LANL [10] -29.1±6.7
ILL [8] -21.2±1.7

detector can be written as:108

Aγ = εBγ , (2)

with109

Bγ = ξ · F (Jt, Ji)× (3)

2Re
[∑

Jf
〈Jpf |E1|Jp

′

i 〉〈J
p
i |M1|Jpf 〉E4

γ,if

]∑
Jf

(|〈Jpf |M1|Jpi 〉|2 + |〈Jpf |E1|Jp′i 〉|2)E4
γ,if

.

Bγ describes the γ cascade with transitions between ini-110

tial and final compound nuclear states with total an-111

gular momentum (Ji, Jf ) and parity (p, p′), and where112

F (JT , Ji) is the angular-momentum coupling factor re-113

sulting from the compound state polarization and, JT is114

the angular momentum of the target nucleus before neu-115

tron capture[7]. Finally, ξ is a dilution factor that arises116

because the current mode gamma detector lacks energy117

resolution and instead sees a superposition of currents118

from all transitions [7].119

In this paper, we present a precise measurement of one120

parity-odd and one party-even cascade gamma asymme-121

tries in polarized slow neutron capture in 35Cl. The nu-122

clear structure of the 35Cl nucleus is far too complicated123

to use such an experiment to probe the NN weak interac-124

tion amplitudes in a quantitative way. Our motivation to125

measure parity violation in this nucleus is its usefulness126

in calibrating the properties of the NPDGamma appa-127

ratus. For this purpose it is useful to have a nucleus128

which possesses a large parity-odd gamma asymmetry.129

35Cl is already known to possess a very large parity-odd130

gamma asymmetry. Results from previous measurements131

are summarized in Table I, giving a world average of132

A
35Cl
γ,PV = (−23.9 ± 1.36) × 10−6. This asymmetry is al-133

most three orders of magnitude larger than in polarized134

neutron capture in hydrogen. The large parity violation135

seen in this nucleus is thought to arise from the mixing136

of the Jπ = 2− p-wave level at +398 eV and a Jπ = 2+137

sub-threshold s-wave resonance at−130 eV in the n+35Cl138

system [8].139

In this paper, we describe the early chronology of the140

NPDGamma apparatus testing, which involved measure-141

ments on the 35Cl target to test the system as well as val-142

idate the calculations of the geometrical factors [11]. The143

35Cl measurements uncovered a small number of issues144

and led to some modifications of the experimental setup.145
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While the first (problematic) measurement is described146

for the purposes of motivating and explaining the exper-147

imental improvements, it is not used in the extraction of148

the PV asymmetry quoted in this work.149

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP150

Cl target

Guide field

RFSR

Detector array

Guide coils

Beam monitors

SM polarizer

Beam guide

151

FIG. 1. NPDGamma apparatus, with chlorine target shown152

inside the detector array (one of the experimental geometries).153

Beamline The NPDGamma experiment was installed154

on the Fundamental Neutron Physics Beamline (FNPB)155

of the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge Na-156

tional Laboratory (ORNL). The SNS is a pulsed source157

operating at 60 Hz, with a liquid Hg target and a super-158

critical hydrogen moderator. Detailed beamline informa-159

tion is available in [12]. NPDGamma is installed on the160

cold, polychromatic beamline 13B, with the center of the161

detector array located ≈17.6 m downstream of the mod-162

erator. Two bandwidth choppers were used to select neu-163

trons with wavelength 1.93 < λ < 5.6 Å for the 35Cl data164

for configuration 1 (CONF1) and 2.93 < λ < 6.0 Å for165

configuration 2 (CONF2) .166

Polarizer The neutron beam was polarized with a su-167

permirror polarizer (SMP) [13], manufactured by Swiss168

Neutronics. A compensation magnet was designed and169

built in order to cancel the fringe field of the SMP and170

minimize field gradients. A detailed description is avail-171

able in Ref. [14].172

RFSR In order to minimize effects of detector gain173

drifts and any other time dependent changes in the ex-174

periment, data were first taken and analyzed in units175

of an 8-step spin sequence (↑↓↓↑↓↑↑↓), where each step176

corresponds to a single accelerator pulse. In later data177

taking, the spin sequence was alternated with its inverse,178

as is discussed later in the paper. In order to reverse the179

spin of the neutron beam on a pulse-by-pulse basis, we180

employ an RF spin rotator (RFSR). The advantage of a181

spin rotator over an adiabatic spin flipper is that it does182

not change the kinetic energy of the neutrons and leaves183

the phase space intact. The resonant rotator reverses the184

spin of the polarized neutron beam by performing NMR185

as the beam moves through a region with an orthogonal186

combination of static and RF magnetic fields without a187

DC field gradient. The neutron spin precesses in the188

static holding field of B0ŷ, and upon entering the RFSR,189

it will rotate about the effective magnetic field given by:190

~Beff = (B0 −
Ω

µn
h̄)ŷ +B1ẑ, (4)

where Ω is the resonant frequency. The condition for191

resonance is met when Ω matches the Larmor frequency192

(ω0 = µnB0/h̄). The magnitude of B1 is inversely pro-193

portional to time-of-flight, allowing us to reverse neutron194

spin for a range of neutron velocities. More details on195

the RFSR are available in [15].196

Beam Monitors Beam power and stability are mea-197

sured with a beam monitor that’s 15.15 meters down-198

stream of the hydrogen moderator and intercepts the199

whole area of the beam. This is a multi-wire propor-200

tional counter (MWPC) with a 3He (filled to 15.1 Torr)201

and nitrogen (filled to 750 Torr) gas mixture. Details202

on the construction and performance of the MWPC are203

available in Ref. [16].204

Target The chlorine asymmetry was measured sev-205

eral times, with different chlorine targets. The CONF1206

data set was obtained with a target of liquid carbon tetra-207

chloride in a cylindrical aluminum container, as shown in208

Fig. 2. The inner and outer radii of the aluminum con-209

tainer are 5.71 cm and 6.15 cm, respectively, with a depth210

of 5.59 mm. The upstream face of the target container is211

thinner than the downstream face, 0.76 mm compared to212

2.67 mm, in order to minimize background from neutron213

capture on aluminum. In this configuration, the target214

vessel was located 4.9 cm downstream of the center of215

the detector array in the ẑ direction. The analysis of the216

first chlorine results revealed some shortcomings in the217

experiment design, which will be addressed in the analy-218

sis discussion. The CONF2 set of chlorine measurements219

also used a liquid carbon tetrachloride target, but this220

time enclosed in a teflon container. Teflon is transparent221

to slow neutrons and C and F both posses small (n, γ)222

capture cross sections, minimizing any background in the223

detected signals. As with the aluminum-cased target, a224

thin cylinder was used with an outer radius of 8.43 cm225

and an inner radius of 6.35 cm, where the outer radius226

refers to the case, and the inner radius is that of the tar-227

get volume. The front and rear window thicknesses were228

0.30 cm and the target volume thickness was 0.56 cm.229

The target was placed inside the RFSR enclosure, just230

downstream of the coils.231232

Detector Array The gamma rays are detected in an233

array of 48 CsI current-mode detectors, arranged around234

the target with an acceptance of ≈3π. Each detector235

consists of two CsI crystals (15.2x15.2x15.2 cm3) viewed236

by a single vacuum photodiode (VPD), whose voltage is237

read out and converted to current via low-noise solid state238

electronics. The detector components and characteristics239
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2. (a) Drawing of the first liquid carbon tetrachlo-
ride target used in the expriment (CONF1), inside an alu-
minum container and (b) the improved target made of teflon
(CONF2).

are described in detail in [17].240

Guide Field The apparatus (starting downstream of241

the polarizer and ending downstream of detector array)242

is surrounded by 4 guide coils providing a 9.7 G field to243

preserve the polarization of the neutrons after the exit of244

the polarizer. Details are available in Ref. [14].245

DATA ANALYSIS246

Overview Data were taken in two configurations: first247

with the aluminum-cased target (CONF1), and later with248

the teflon-cased target (CONF2), after multiple improve-249

ments to the experiment. The reasons for the improve-250

ments will be discussed below. While raw asymmetries251

from the first data set will be shown, they will only serve252

to illustrate the need for experimental modifications. The253

final physics asymmetries were extracted using data from254

CONF2.255

Detector and monitor data are recorded in units of the256

previously described 8-step spin sequence, consisting of257

8 (16.67 ms) neutron pulses. The 9th pulse is used to258

read out the data. Half of the pulses have neutrons in259

the spin-up state, and half are spin-down. An asym-260

metry is calculated for each spin sequence, integrating261

the voltage over the time of flight bins. The acceler-262

ator skips proton delivery to the mercury target every263

10 seconds, for diagnostics. Spin sequences with these264

so-called “dropped” pulses are eliminated from the anal-265

ysis. Additionally, the location of the choppers and the266

experiment are such that the spectrum is not completely267

clean - there are leakage neutrons at 13-15 Å and 28-30 Å.268

Spin sequences with missing leakage neutrons (from pre-269

viously “dropped” pulses) are also eliminated from the270

analysis. Finally, a beam stability cut of 1% is required271

for all the pulses in a given spin sequence.272

Background273

In addition to the signal from gamma rays emitted in274

the capture of polarized neutrons on 35Cl, there are sev-275

eral sources of background present. The first is the elec-276

tronic pedestal which consists of an offset in the ADC as277

well as an additional pedestal from the solid-state pream-278

plifiers. The electronic pedestal is present when the beam279

is off and is on the order of a few mV. The container for280

the second target is made of teflon, making it transpar-281

ent to cold neutrons, meaning there was no additional282

background associated with it. In the case of the first283

chlorine target, the aluminum holder captures a small284

fraction of the neutron beam, and the gammas from that285

process are detected along with the chlorine signal. This286

aluminum background includes both prompt gammas as287

well as beta-delayed gammas. Cold neutrons capture on288

27Al, creating an excited state, 28Al∗, which decays via a289

gamma cascade (≈ 8 MeV) down to 28Al. This cascade290

is the prompt gamma background. The half-life of 28Al291

is ≈2.2 minutes and it β-decays into an excited state of292

silicon, 28Si∗. The radiation from this β decay is the con-293

stant background we refer to as beta-delayed gammas.294

The liquid target is composed of natural chlorine,295

whose composition is 75.77% 35Cl and 24.23% 37Cl.296

Their neutron capture cross sections are 43.6 barns297

and 0.43 barns respectively, meaning that the contribu-298

tion from 37Cl is rather small. The beta-delayed back-299

ground from 36Cl is not an issue, as it is stable (half-300

life of ≈3x105 years). However, we expect some beta-301

delayed background from 38Cl, whose half-life is ≈37302

minutes [18].303

We perform a dynamic pedestal subtraction which re-304

moves the electronic pedestal as well as the beta-delayed305

gamma signal, leaving only the prompt gamma signal306

from neutron capture on 35Cl. Two regions in the chlo-307

rine spectrum are defined, whose average voltages are V1308

and V2, as shown in Figs. 3. While the average signal309

size is different in the two regions, the background we’re310

trying to subtract is the same, assuming that the neu-311

tron beam has been on for a long enough period to build312

up the beta-delayed signal. Detailed discussion of the313

calculation is available in Ref. [19].314

Geometrical Factors315

The geometrical factors are average energy weighted316

functions that are a measure of the emission direction of317

a photon from the target that deposits energy in a given318

detector. The calculation of the so-called “geometrical319

factors” is required to correct for the position of the de-320

tectors relative to the location of neutron capture in the321

target. The direction of the beam is defined as +ẑ, up-322323

ward neutron polarization is the +ŷ direction, and +x̂ is324

the beam left direction in order to make the coordinate325
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FIG. 3. A section of a typical cold spectrum correspond-
ing to 2.5 neutron pulses is shown. Regions V1 and V2 are
indicated corresponding to average voltages in a ”low” and
”high” part of the spectrum. Dotted line represents the con-
stant background that is the sum of the electronic pedestal
and beta-delayed signals.

FIG. 4. Top-down view of the detector array. Beam direction
is +ẑ, beam left is +x̂, and +ŷ corresponds to the spin-up
neutron direction.

system right handed (Fig. 4). Spherical coordinates are326

defined in the usual way with φ measured from the x̂-axis327

and θ measured from the ẑ-axis.328

In the case of a point source and point detector, the ge-329

ometrical factors can be written down analytically. The330

x̂-direction, or left-right, geometrical factor is propor-331

tional to the parity allowed asymmetry. It is given by:332

GPC = < k̂γ · ( ~σn × k̂n) > (5)

= < k̂γ · (ŷ × ẑ) >
= < k̂γ · x̂ >
= < sin(θ) cos(φ) >

The ŷ-direction, or up-down, geometrical factor is pro-333

portional to the parity violating asymmetry. It is given334

by:335

GPV =< k̂γ · ~σn >=< k̂γ · ŷ >=< sin(θ) sin(φ) > (6)

336

337

FIG. 5. A beam’s eye view of a ring of detectors. Detectors338

i and j are an example of a pair that in the ideal case would339

have geometrical factors of equal magnitude but opposite sign.340
341

342

In the ideal case, a pair of detectors i and j, as shown343

in Fig. 5 will have the same geometrical factors, but of344

opposite sign. The geometrical factors account for fi-345

nite beam, detector dimensions and neutron scattering346

in the target vessel and can be computed using MCNPX.347

Source code modifications are necessary to weight the en-348

ergy deposition in individual detectors by the initial pho-349

ton emission direction from neutron capture events. The350

results of this calculation for GPV are shown in Fig. 6.351

Detectors with the smallest angle with respect to the ver-352

tical, ŷ direction, have the largest up-down geometrical353

factors, as they have the highest sensitivity to an up-354

down parity violating asymmetry.355

The detector response to a Cs source was fit to the356

MCNPX calculation for the same geometry along with a357

small rotation, φ, in order to account for unequal detec-358

tor half-crystal efficiencies, giving modified geometrical359

factors of:360

G′PC = 〈k̂γ · x̂〉′
= 〈sin(θ) sin(φ+ δφ)〉
= 〈k̂γ · x̂〉 cos(δφ) + 〈k̂γ · ŷ〉 sin(δφ)

G′PC = GPC cos(δφ) +GPV sin(δφ).

(7)

and361

G′PV = GPV cos(δφ)−GPC sin(δφ). (8)

A different set of geometrical factors must be applied362

whenever the position of the chlorine target is changed363
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relative to the position of the detector, as the acceptance364

changes. Measurements of the chlorine asymmetry in dif-365

ferent geometries were used to obtain the systematic un-366

certainty associated with their determination. Details of367

the calculation and validation of the geometrical factors368

is available in Ref. [11].369

Beam Polarization370

The asymmetry we are trying to measure is neutron371

energy independent, but the polarization of the beam372

is not. Since the beam polarization is a multiplicative373

correction to the asymmetry, we need to know its energy374

dependence.375

An auxiliary experiment was performed in order to es-376

tablish the polarization of the beam. A polarized 3He cell377

was used as a spin filter, along with the RFSR and a 3He378

ion chamber flux monitor to perform a series of trans-379

mission measurements. These allow us to extract the380

polarization of the neutron beam as well as the efficiency381

of the RFSR without needing to know the polarization382

of the 3He cell. This is done by taking advantage of the383

well-known spin dependence of the capture cross section384

of cold neutrons in polarized 3He [20–22].385

In order to obtain the polarization and the RFSR ef-386

ficiency across the whole area of the beam (12x10 cm2),387

the 3He cell and monitor were moved in a 3x3 cm2 grid,388

with 9 independent measurements, which were averaged389

together, weighted by the beam flux in each area. The390

details of the procedure and analysis are described in391

Ref. [23]. The average polarization and RFSR efficiency392

over the area of the beam in the energy range used393

in the asymmetry measurement were determined to be394

0.939±0.004 and 0.974±0.009, respectively.395

Asymmetry Determination396

There is more than one way to extract the physics397

asymmetry from the detector data. One approach is a398

“pair” analysis, where asymmetries are formed for two399

conjugate detectors, i and j, (at equal and opposite an-400

gles relative to the spin of the neutrons - see Fig. 5). If401

the detector gains are matched to within a few percent,402

this approach will cancel beam fluctuation effects, as well403

as any systematic effects common to all detectors. A raw404

asymmetry is calculated for each 8-step spin sequence405

(↑↓↓↑↓↑↑↓) using conjugate detector yields, Ni and Nj406

via the geometrical mean
√
α:407

Arawij =

√
α− 1√
α+ 1

,where α =

[
N↑i

N↓i

][
N↑j

N↓j

]
(9)

The raw chlorine asymmetry is plotted as a function of408

detector pair number in Fig. 7. Each raw asymmetry409

consists of contributions from L-R parity-conserving and410

U-D parity-violating physics asymmetries. The sensitiv-411

ity to the latter is maximal for detectors whose position is412

closest to the vertical (most aligned with magnetic field),413

and decreases as one moves away towards the horizontal,414

which gives rise to the pattern seen in Fig. 7.415
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FIG. 7. Raw geometrical asymmetry determined for each de-417

tector pair for the CONF1 data set.418
419

420

As previously mentioned, many common mode effects421

will cancel at least to first order in the extraction of pair422

asymmetries, potentially concealing underlying issues. In423

the interest of thoroughness and to benchmark the exper-424

imental apparatus, we also extract the asymmetries for425

each individual detector i via:426

Ai =
N↑i −N

↓
i

N↑i +N↓i
(10)

In the discussion to follow, we show that detector asym-427

metries are useful for diagnosing possible problems. How-428

ever, the error extracted from the RMS width of binned429
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detector asymmetries contains contributions from beam430

fluctuations, in addition to counting statistics. This con-431

tribution is ≈15%. For this reason, in the final analysis,432

pair asymmetries were used for the proper propagation433

of statistical error.434
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435

FIG. 8. Raw asymmetry calculated for each detector. The436

lines correspond to the calculated geometrical factors, GiPV ,437

scaled for comparison, to illustrate that the measured raw438

asymmetries are primarily the result of an PV asymmetry.439

The grid is to show the highlight the offset in the vertical440

direction.441

The results of the raw detector asymmetry from the442

first set of chlorine measurements (CONF1) can be seen443

in Figure 8. However, there’s a visible negative offset444

to the results, of ≈2x10−6, larger than what is present in445

the results for detector pairs. This effect was investigated446

and two causes for it were isolated, to be discussed in the447

next section.448

SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS449

Instrumental False Asymmetries Investigations re-450

vealed two sources for the offset observed in the CONF1451

single-detector raw asymmetries: an exponential tran-452

sient present in the ADC as well as cross-talk between453

the ADC channels. The data are recorded in an ADC454

buffer for the duration of 8 accelerator pulses and writ-455

ten to file during the 9th. Connecting a 9V battery as456

input to one of the ADC channels revealed a transient in457

the form of an exponential decay at the beginning of each458

data cycle that we believe corresponds to a discharge of459

a capacitor in the ADC as can be seen in Fig. 9. Each460

8 pulses of data had the (↑↓↓↑↓↑↑↓) spin configuration,461

leading to a false asymmetry, as the signal is enhanced462

the most by the transient in the first (spin up) state.463

The size of the false asymmetry was comparable in each464

ring of detectors due to the fact that the detector signals465

were separated into a ring average and a difference from466

the average for each detector, meaning that 13 signals467

(ring average and 12 differences) were recorded for each468

ring (an artifact of the DAQ configuration for a previ-469

ous iteration of the experiment). This configuration was470

also responsible for the second source of the offset seen in471

the asymmetries as a function of detector: the ring aver-472

ages were read into the same ADC as the spin-dependent473

information, where non-zero cross-talk between channels474

was observed. Two hardware changes were implemented475
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476

FIG. 9. Transient signal measured in a monitor ADC channel,477

with a 9.48 Volt battery signal as the input.478
479

480481

to eliminate the above problems. The spin sequence was482

alternated between ↑↓↓↑↓↑↑↓ (sequence A) and ↓↑↑ ↓↑↓↓↑483

(sequence B) and only pairs of sequences were analyzed,484

leading to a cancellation of the transient-induced asym-485

metry. Additionally, the detector signals were kept intact486

and read out by a reserved ADC in an electrically isolated487

VME crate. This eliminated all false asymmetries at the488

10−9 level. Additive and multiplicative asymmetries were489

measured. The former with beam off, but all other exper-490

imental components running. The multiplicative asym-491

metry was measured in the same conditions, but with a492

signal from LEDs induced in the CsI crystals, compara-493

ble to the size of the beam-on signal. The results from494

one set of those measurements can be seen in Fig. 10.495

Selection of data set The CONF1 data set is not in-496

cluded in our quoted value for the PV chlorine asym-497

metry in this work. The chlorine measurements were498

repeated after all of the described instrumentation issues499

were mitigated and the chlorine target case was also re-500

placed to eliminate the need to subtract the aluminum501

asymmetry from the prompt gamma rays. Finally, the502

choppers were re-phased to eliminate 13-15 Å leakage503

neutrons, leaving only those from 28-30 Å . Data taken504

after these changes are referred to as ”CONF2”.505

Leakage Neutrons The choppers allow through 28-506

30 Å neutrons, which have a lower polarization than the507

main beam, as a larger fraction of these makes it through508

the polarizer without a bounce. Additionally, these neu-509
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FIG. 10. The additive (a) and multiplicative (b) asymmetries
measured after the the sources of false asymmetries were elim-
inated. Both instrumental asymmetries are consistent with
zero at the 10−9 level.

trons are not fully rotated by the RFSR, as the field is not510

optimized for their energies. This will lower the average511

beam polarization. The fraction of the signal that comes512

from the leakage neutrons is 0.2% of the total. Leakage513

neutrons for pulse X will appear in pulse X + 7. For half514

of the pulses, the RFSR will not be on, so the polarization515

of the leakage neutrons will be preserved and be correct.516

The remaining pulses (with RFSR on) will be rotated 9517

times, meaning the wrong spin state will come through.518

Given this situation, and assuming an initial beam po-519

larization of 90% for the long wavelength neutrons, the520

beam polarization becomes:521

P ′n = 0.998×Pn+ 0.9×0.001 + 0.9× (−1)× (.001) (11)

With a conservative assumption of 50% uncertainty on522

the amount of leakage neutrons, this changes P ′n by 0.001,523

resulting in an uncertainty of 0.1%.524

Beam Depolarization The neutrons in the beam can525

be depolarized via incoherent scattering before being cap-526

tured. This effect was modelled in MCNPX to obtain a527

depolarization correction. Interactions with the following528

isotopes were included in the calculation: 1H, 6Li, 14N,529

27Al, 35Cl, 37Cl, 55Mn, 63Cu, 65Cu, Zn (natural). The530

calculation shows that 1.6% of the beam is depolarized531

with a statistical uncertainty of .03%.532

Systematic Effects Additional physics processes can533

either result in an up-down asymmetry or a parity con-534

serving left-right asymmetry. The latter, if the detec-535

tor array is not well aligned, can mix into the up-down536

asymmetry. They have been previously evaluated (Ta-537

ble II [24]), confirmed, and are negligible for this mea-538

surement.539

TABLE II. Summary of systematics with negligible contribu-540

tions541

Additive Asymmetry <1x10−9

Multiplicative Asymmetry <1x10−9

Stern-Gerlach 8x10−11

γ -ray circ. pol <1x10−12

β-decay in flight <1x10−11

Capture on 6Li <1x10−11

Radiative β-decay <1x10−12

β-delayed Al gammas (internal+external) <1x10−9

542

543

544

RESULTS545

The chlorine target was used on several occasions to546

extract the parity-violating and parity-conserving asym-547

metries. The CONF2 data sets include running with 36548

(intermediate configuration) and 48 (full array) detec-549

tors. Fig. 11 shows a data set with the full array.550

The asymmetry calculated for each detector (or de-551

tector pair) contains a PC and PV physics contribution,552

whose magnitude depends on their respective geometri-553

cal factors as shown in Eqn. 12. A fit is performed using554

the 48 (24) detector (pair) asymmetries and the 96 (48)555

geometrical factors to extract APV , APC , and an offset.556

The last parameter should be consistent with zero, and557

is used as a diagnostic.558

Araw = APV ·GPV +APC ·GPC + offset (12)

Four CONF2 data sets (CHL1-4) were taken in mul-559

tiple geometries (target inside the detector array, center560

and displaced downstream, as well as target inside the561

RFSR). Comparing the results from three measurement562

geometries allows for a determination of the uncertainty563

associated with the geometrical factors. In order for the564

3 results from the different geometrical configurations to565

be consistent (i.e. χ2 of one when fit to a constant), a 3%566

systematic error needed to be assigned to the geometrical567

factor determination. This is illustrated in Fig. 12.568

We also analyzed the parity-conserving left-right asym-569

metry, Aγ,PC , with the result of (0.1±0.7)×10−6, consis-570

tent with zero. Our result is in agreement with what one571
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would expect on theoretical grounds given the statistical572

error of our measurement [25].573
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FIG. 11. Raw Chlorine Asymmetries for data set designated575

CHL3. The line represents the PV geometrical factors scaled576

by -21.6×10−6. They reproduce the shape of the data well,577

signaling that the raw asymmetry is due to the large PV com-578

ponent.579
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FIG. 12. Raw PV chlorine asymmetries are shown from mea-581

surements done in three different geometrical configurations.582

The inner errorbar is statistical only, whereas the outer error-583

bar is total, once the geometrical factor uncertainty has been584

added.585

CONCLUSION586

We have performed the most precise measurement of587

the parity violating asymmetry in cold neutron capture588

on 35Cl, yielding Aγ,PV = (−23.9 ± 0.7) × 10−6, with589

a parity-even asymmetry consistent with zero. We have590

presented in detail the chronology of testing the exper-591

imental design, finding and eliminating sources of false592

TABLE III. Raw PV and PC asymmetries from CHL1-4,
obtained from fits using geometrical factors. Uncertainties
shown are statistical only.

Data Set APV APC

CHL1 (−21.6± 0.3)× 10−6 (−0.1± 0.3)× 10−6

CHL2 (−21.6± 0.3)× 10−6 (−0.4± 0.3)× 10−6

CHL3 (−20.9± 0.3)× 10−6 (0.1± 0.3)× 10−6

CHL4 (−21.8± 0.2)× 10−6 (0.3± 0.2)× 10−6

AVE (−21.5± 0.1)× 10−6 (0.1± 0.1)× 10−6

Corrected (−23.9± 0.1)× 10−6 (0.1± 0.1)× 10−6

asymmetries, and determining the uncertainty associated593

with geometrical factors.594
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